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to get through? If so, you need to know about the recently
enacted legislation in Rhode Island which increases the time

that a state employee must wait between tollbooths from five
to seven minutes. Rhode Island currently has no expressway

highway. So, all roads are paid for at the tollbooth. The
tollbooth operators are state employees. However, they are

paid by the mile to process tolls. There is a clearly delineated
process, with rigid regulations. Just take a look at this video to

see the tollbooths operating. It is a must see for the largest
state in our country: Is anyone surprised? The Massachusetts

Republican Party is not. It is trying to use the tollbooth
operators' seven minute wait time as an attack against
Governor Dukakis. The mantra has been that tollbooth

operators are overpaid, and are taking advantage of this to
make more money. If so, why do they need to wait longer than

five minutes when they have the money already in their
account? Rhode Island State Highway The tollbooth operators

are employed by
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